A condition on an open set G c E n which is both necessary and sufficient for the compactness of the (Sobolev) imbedding H o
m+1 (G) -> H^{G)
is not yet known. C. Clark has given a necessary condition (quasiboundedness) and a much stronger sufficient condition. We show here that (unless n = l) quasiboundedness is not sufficient, and answer in the negative a question raised by Clark on whether the imbedding can be compact if dG consists of isolated points. We also substantially weaken Clark's sufficient condition so as to include a wide class of domains with null exterior. The gap between necessary and sufficient conditions is thus considerably narrowed. We shall say that G has the Rellich property if for each integer m>0 the imbedding mapping
It is well known that any bounded G has this property. An unbounded domain G is called quasibounded if dist (x, dG) -• 0 whenever x tends to infinity in G. If G is unbounded and not quasibounded then it contains an infinite number of mutually disjoint, congruent balls. If φ is infinitely differentiate, has support in one of these balls, and has nonzero U(G) norm then the set of its translates with supports in the other balls provides a counterexample showing the imbedding
Thus for an unbounded domain quasiboundedness is necessary for the Rellich property.
In [2] Clark showed that the following Condition 1 is sufficient to guarantee that G has the Rellich property. 
. In this paper the gap between quasiboundedness as a necessary condition and Condition 1 as a sufficient condition for a domain to have the Rellich property is narrowed from both ends. On the one hand we show that if n ^ 2 then no open set whose boundary consists only of isolated points with no finite accumulation point can have the Rellich property. This settles a question raised by Clark in [3] , On the other hand we show that Condition 1 can be replaced by the following weaker Condition 2, which is still sufficient to guarantee that G has the Rellich property. In the statement B r (x) denotes the open ball of radius r about x. Roughly speaking if the n -1 dimensional manifolds in the boundary of G are reasonably smooth and unbroken, and bound a quasibounded domain (containing G) then G will satisfy Condition 2. Clark's "spiny urchin" is an example of such a domain. If n -1 any quasibounded domain satisfies Condition 2, (but not necessarily Condition 1) and so in this case quasiboundedness is necessary and sufficient for the Rellich property.
Our principal results are as follows THEOREM 
// G is open in E n , n^2, and the boundary of G consists only of isolated points with no finite accumulation point, then the imbedding HQ(G) -> U{G) is not compact. Thus quasibounded-COMPACT SOBOLEV IMBEDDINGS FOR UNBOUNDED DOMAINS 3
ness is not sufficient to guarantee the Rellich property. THEOREM 
If G is open in E n and satisfies Condition 2 then it has the Rellich property.
For the proof of Theorem 1 we require the following
there exists a function ueC°°(E n ) with the following properties
Proof. Let fe C°°(R) satisfy 0 ^ f(t) ^ 1, f(t) = 1 for t ^ 1 and f(t) = 0 in a neighbourhood of t = 0. Let m be a positive integer, put r -I x -χ 0 1 and define
Clearly u e C~(E n ) and satisfies (1), (2) 
which, for n ^ 2, can be made less than δ 2 for a suitably large choice of m. 
The proof of Theorem 2 is based on the following generalization of Poincare's inequality which is a variant on those forms appearing in Agmon [1] and Clark [2] . If (r, σ) and S denote respectively spherical coordinates in E n centered at y 2 and the surface of the unit sphere about y 2 we have 
